23rd April 2021

What a great start to the summer term. Forest School sessions have restarted and the weather has been kind so
far. Students are still enjoying dance with Miss Williams. Last Friday pupils and staff wore blue to recognise Autism
Awareness Day. Pupils reflected on what it is like to have Autism and broaden their awareness of the condition.
Our celebration page is full of fantastic achievements that we want to share with you all.

Beech
Every week on a Friday,
Beech class have been
enjoying a dance session
with Miss Williams.
Oumar: I like to listen to
music because it
brightens up my day. I
like listening to UK rap
music. I like to dance
because it keeps me fit and healthy and sometimes it
makes me smile.
Kade: I like dance because it is really fun.
Grigoriy: I like dancing by myself. I learnt the dance
routine and I showed it to Miss Williams in the hall.
Tamsin: I like dance because Miss Williams is nice and
she helps me with key skills from the dance. The dance
moves I have learnt involve moving my feet in time with
the music, spinning around and when we put one hand
to the other hand. My favourite music to dance to is
TikTok songs. I like to listen to music because it helps me
to relax.
Allan: I like dance because it is so much fun. I like
dance because it is funny and the moves are fun to do

with everyone. I like the games we play in dance to
warm up. Dance makes me feel happy. I like it
because it can keep me fit.
Logan: I like dance on a Friday because it is fun. The
dance moves I have learned are fun to do.
Kailey: I like to listen to music because it makes me
happy. I like the dance teacher Miss Williams because
she is really helpful. I like dance because it makes me
smile and relax.
Sohaib: My favourite music to dance to is music like
KPop and dance music. I like BTS and Marshmello. I like
to dance because it is good exercise.
Chloe: I like dance because it can keep you fit and
healthy. The dance
moves I have learnt are
the jump twist. I like to
listen to happy music
when I dance. I like the
music we dance too
because it is calming
and relaxing. I like the
dance teacher, Miss
Williams, because she is
kind and funny.

Hazel
This week Hazel class
started Forest School and
what an adventure it was!
Everyone had to make sure
that they were wearing the
right type of clothes and
shoes – some of us want to
be a little bit warmer next
week so need to remember
an extra layer! The class
got to climb the camp trees – a task that was very easy
for Taylon! Everyone tried to reach the same height in
the trees as him, but he was the winner! We learnt how
to light fires using a flint and steel; we played on a swing
made of wood and rope; we used a bow saw to cut logs
to make Swedish torches; we dug holes using tools; we
had a scavenger hunt and finished off all these exciting
activities with a hot chocolate or hot Vimto made on the
main campfire. It was a fantastic experience, and we
can’t wait until next time!

scavenger hunt with
Abiah and Ms Idris and I
really want to do it
again next time.
Ethan: This week we
started Forest School, I
liked making a fire using
the flint – it was my
favourite activity. We
were able to climb the trees and had a cold Vimto
around the main campfire.
Taylon: In Forest School this week we got to light fires
using a flint. We also got to climb trees. I climbed to the
very top of both trees in camp! Everyone tried to copy
me, but I was the best climber!
Anna: I enjoyed Forest School because I went on the
tree swing and I really enjoyed it. The hardest thing to
do was lighting a fire using the flint and steel as I could
not get it to work.
Dawid: Forest School was very exciting because we
could light fires, climb trees, go on a swing made of a
Abiah: Forest School was fun because we got to have
plank of thick wood and rope. Some of the class were
hot chocolate made by Miss Poll and Miss Williams on
able to use the bow saw to cut logs – I will get to do that
the main campfire. One of the activities was to practice next time.
making a little fire using a flint and steel.
Callum: I enjoyed climbing trees because you can go as
Kieran: I really enjoyed Forest School because we learnt high as you want, and I went very high in the tree. I
how to be safe around fire and how to light one
enjoyed all the other activities, but tree climbing was my
properly. I used a bow with Miss Williams and Bella – I
favourite!
think I did most of the work! We also got to dig holes
Kirsty: I enjoyed doing Forest School because I got to
and climb the trees.
climb a tree – I went very high! I used the bow saw with
Bella: I enjoyed Forest School! There was making fires,
Anna and Miss Williams to saw a log to make a Swedish
tree swings, scavenger hunt, climbing trees and digging torch. I was able to light a fire twice using a flint – I loved
holes using tools. My favourite activities were lighting
burning sticks. Ms Poll made us hot chocolate or hot
fires and digging holes.
Vimto on the main campfire. I really enjoyed having the
Rebecca: I enjoyed Forest School because I did a
hot Vimto!

Ash
Ash class have been reading the
story of The Gingerbread Man in
English. We have sequenced the
story and written sentences about
what happens. We have also acted
out the story using real gingerbread
men. No gingerbread men survived
Ash class retelling the story!
Carter: Run, run as fast as you can.
You can’t catch me, I’m the

gingerbread man!
Lucy: The fox swam across the
river. He carried the gingerbread
man and ate him.
Alex: Cow chase gingerbread
man. I want gingerbread man
please.
Aneyk: Gingerbread man is
running.
Hamza: Run.
Olivia put the gingerbread man in the oven.

Elm
This week we have been
learning about our topic
of Meadowsong. We did a
super science carousel of
different activities. The
classroom smelt lovely
with all the herbs and Elm
class loved finding the
spaghetti worms in the sand! Elm class have made great
progress with their maths showing large improvements in
their second assessments. In English we have been
reading Peter Rabbit and learning how to use speech
marks. For Autism Awareness Day on Friday Lucas had
baked some lovely cakes with blue bubble gum flavour
icing which we had at snack time. We watched a video
about Autism and discussed what we learnt. The class
made some amazing posters.

this week is PE because I did great cricket. I had good
agility.
Kaschan: What I learnt about autism is it is hard to
understand others sometimes. It is hard to manage your
emotions. My favourite lesson was PSE. It was good
learning about how to become a teenager.
Kyle: What I learnt about autism is that people may
have different emotions to things. I have enjoyed
making the autsim poster this week as I love drawing.
Lucas: My autism poster is a rainbow and a cloud, a
sun, a leaf and a star. I enjoyed cricket in PE.
Jake: What I have discovered about autism is that
autistic people see things differently. My favorite lesson
of the week is computing because we get to play
Teach your Monster and Level Up on Prodigy Maths.
Ashantey I enjoyed being our newsletter editor this week
as a reward for completing her classwork on
Wednesday.
Ben: What I learnt about Autism is some people’s brains Alfie: What I have learnt about
work differently. I enjoyed PE because it is amazing. I am autism, is that some people learn
good at cricket.
differently. Some people see
Baron: I enjoyed the country days trip at Easter, PE and different things that others do not
all my work this week. I learnt that Autism sometimes
see. The lesson I have enjoyed is PE
means scared, worried, angry and confusing.
because, it is very fun, and I like
James: I learnt that autism is seeing things differently. It sport!
makes it harder to learn. The lesson I have enjoyed is PE Naomi: What I learnt about autism
because I like being a fielder in cricket.
is everyone is different. The lesson I
Harry: What I learnt about autism is that the world is
have enjoyed most this week is PE
scary, and people have different greetings. I found out
because I like to do everything.
that a duck is the same as a rabbit in an image it
depends how you look at it. The lesson I have enjoyed

Walnut
Walnut class had their first Forest School session this week.
They had been looking forward to this for months after it
had been cancelled due to lockdown.
Alexis: It was good at Forest School, I made and lit my
own fire. I used a bow saw with miss to cut a log.
Quintin: I enjoyed forest school, I built a shelter with Oskar
as a team.
Mayson: I liked Forest School because we were outside.
We boiled water on the fire and I had a hot chocolate.
Sanah: Forest School was great, I enjoyed lighting the fire by using a flint; we had to use both hands and put
pressure on the steel. We made a spark which lit the fire.
Jasmine: I liked the swing best, it was tied to a branch in the tree. I used a saw with a partner; you followed a line
a pushed and pulled - it was hard work.
Amy: Lighting the fire withy steel and flint was good. I was surprised how quickly I lit the cotton wool and twigs.
Oskar: I enjoyed making the fort, we used sticks and ropes and then put a plastic sheet over it. It worked and was
quite strong.

Willow

This week in Willow class we have started our Meadowsong topic. We have started to
learn a song called, ‘Song of the Deep Dark Earth’ and have started to learn all about
soil. We had a meet and greet with a farmer called Dan who lives in Sussex. We asked
him lots of questions about soil and his farm. It was very interesting. Here are the
questions the class asked.
Ruby: What does soil need to grow the veg and crops grow?
Kaleem: Do you have a dog ? He showed me it. Its cute.
Kajetan: Where do you live?
Kaiden: What types of crops do you grow?
Hannah: Do you milk your cows? He told me he gives his milk to Mcdonald’s.
Tristan: I talked to the farmer about planting seeds. He told me about his tractor and
that he uses a drill.
Courtney: I asked the farmer if he could show us his animals next time. He said he will
show us all the cows.

Maple
This week we have started our
new Topic of Meadowsong. We
started by learning our song for
this section; down in the deep,
dark earth. We practiced
chanting, rhythm and singing. In
science, we looked at different
soil samples using magnifying
glasses and tweezers an
compared what we found in
each type. In art, we used oil
pastels to create scratch art
based around the deep, dark earth. Firstly, we coloured
our paper in colourful pastels. Then, we covered the
whole piece in black pastel. Finally, we used natural
materials such as sticks to mark make our design. We
experimented with different line types. We also had
some new visitors to primary; the tadpoles! We have
been keeping a diary of their growth.
Adam: The tadpoles are fun because they are always
moving around. They are in our science lab (area of the
classroom).
Chibunna: I liked it when I used all the rainbow colours
first. Then I used black to cover it and didn’t miss one
sausage of a spot! Then I used four different sticks to
scratch it and it turned into a sketchy masterpiece!

Tyrese: I like the tadpoles because they are fun. When
we put our hands in they don’t bite. Next they will grow
their back legs and then their front legs after.
Saira: I fed the tadpoles. They always eat when you go
away because they are shy. They eat fish flakes and the
pond weed. They let you hold them if you catch them
gently.
Keith: I liked the rainbow scratch art because I liked it
when I scratch it. I like it when I do patterns. I like it when
I coloured it all black in.
Ibrahim: The tadpoles will grow legs and turn into frogs.
Ollie: The tadpoles are cute. They
have grown a little bigger.
Alex: We are reading,
‘Superworm’ (in English) he saves
people.
Jerome: (In the soil) there was
stones, sticks and green leaves.
They didn’t smell like anything.
Skye: I like the tadpoles. They
swim fast and under the water,
then they turn into frogs. Frogs
eat flies.
Kieran: I used a feather on my
scratch art.
Ollie: It was a beautiful feather!

Palm
Palm class have had been learning about Earth
Day. We have been learning about recycling
and trying to be greener for the environment.
We have listened to Mrs Breare’s assembly and
have been inspired to plant some trees at
Grange.
Mrs Gallagher has been able to source some
free tress for us to plant, we have a fig tree,
beech tree, some holly bushes and a tree.
We have found where to plant them and have
spent a couple of afternoons digging the
ground and planting them.
Katie: We watched the assembly and decided it would be a good idea to plant some trees around the school.
Tino: I helped dig the ground and find a place to plant the trees.
Bradley: I got to help plant the first tree which was a fig tree.
Parvir: I helped to dig the hole and fetched the soil to put with the tree.
Karenveer: I took some photos of the first tree planted.

Sycamore
Sycamore have been working very hard to complete their PSE booklets.
They are working towards a qualification. Here are a few things that they
have learnt whilst working through their booklets. Congratulations to
Jaiden, he was awarded an honourable mention in the assembly this
week, he is pushing to complete 6 booklets to achieve the higher level
qualification.
Jaiden: I am working towards an award in PSE. I am going for 6 modules so
I get a higher grade. For this I was given an honourable mention.
Jessica: We have been doing our booklets for our qualifications. I have
been doing emotional wellbeing, this module has been really helpful for
me personally, as I now know how to manage my own emotions a bit
better.
Darren-Lee: We have been working on our PSE booklets. I have been
learning about a number of things: drugs education, finance, relationships
etc.
Ben: I have been learning how people might feel sad or happy and how
drugs effect their own lives and other people’s lives. I have been busy
completing lots of booklets, I am going for completing 6 booklets so that I
get the higher qualification.
James: In PSE I have been working towards my qualification. I am
completing 6 booklets. I have learnt lots of new things, including how to
manage stress levels better.
Tommy: I have done PSE units to get the higher qualification, I am working
at level 2. The unit which I probably found the most useful was the Personal
Finance Unit even though it was a bit dull working through the booklet.

Acer
Acer Class have been painting the flower boxes in the
sensory garden. We are working on getting the
sensory garden ready for everyone to use in the
summer.
Lolu: I painted the flower box green. I used the
paintbrush.
Oliver: I used green paint to paint the boxes. I really
enjoyed doing it.
Josh: I painted the flower box. I used green paint. I
tried to knock the paint pot down.
Allen: I painted the plants by accident! I used the pink paint to paint the top of the beds.
Max: I used blue paint. I helped Ben and Mr Mills to put blue on the boxes. I painted a lot!
Marcus: I used the blue paint to colour the top of the flower box. I let Mr Mills do some and he
left some paint on some of the flowers.
Ben: I used a paint brush and the blue paint to paint the flower box. I helped Max and Mr Mills. I
used a little bit of paint. I brushed back and forth and filled in all the gaps.
Harry:

Oak
This week in Oak class we have been
digging into our new key text, ‘Up in
the Garden, Down in the Dirt’ by Kate
Messner. We used musical instruments
to create an exciting retelling of the
text and to explore the repeated
refrains. We loved our special story
sack that contained some bugs, a
water spray bottle and a magnifying
glass! It was a very exciting story start
to our Summer term topic:
Meadowsong.
Ashmit: ‘Up in garden. Down in Dirt’– I like that one.
Aishah: You get flowers up in the garden, beetles down
in the dirt.

Amelia: We look up in the sky and down in the dirt. We
can see and hear objects.
Cody: The grass lives on the
mud. The grass grows up.
Dejon: Ants. In the ground.
Down in the dirt.
Jeffrey: Like worms go down
in the dirt and birds go up in
the garden.
Noah: Flowers live up in the
garden and worms live down
in the dirt.
Ryan: Down in the ground is
worms and stones and mud.
Toby: (signed) snake, ants. In
dirt.

Pine
Pine class have been talking about what it is like to have autism to broaden their
awareness of the different communication skills their peers and friends may have.
Daniela: I like to talk about my family, friends and pets. Sometimes I don’t know
what to say to people because I might be upset. I don’t like to talk about my
drawings. I did an activity with Ashlee and she had to walk away when I was
talking to her and sometimes, I do that when I don’t want to do something.
Ewan: I have trouble starting a conversation but when I’m with my friends I like to
talk about interesting things and not boring things. I did an activity with Isaiah and
he had to cover his ears when I was talking to him and it was very difficult to keep
talking to him when he was not responding.
Ashlee: I talk to Miss Blair about my worries. Sometimes I am quiet because I don’t
understand what people mean when they are talking to me. I did an activity with
Irfanul and he had to keep repeating what I was saying. It was very annoying and
difficult because I don’t like people copying me but some people with autism do
that.
Isaiah: Sometimes I might be quiet because I do not like talking to new people, but
I like to talk to Mr Kilcoyne.
Gabriel: I talk about sports with my friends, but I don’t like to talk about my feelings.
We did an activity and I had to ignore my friend when he was talking to me and I
didn’t like it.

Cedar
This week in science Cedar
have learning about the
structure of atoms. This is going
towards their entry level
qualification. Although it was
quite difficult, the class did
various activities to help them
learn.

Lex: Beta radiation is a balance between alpha and
gamma radiation. It is made when a neutron is split into
its two main components: protons and electron. The
negative charge is released.
Josiah: The gamma can escape anything even a metal
box.
Demaris: Doing the drama showed us how they were
made. The protons and neutrons all vibrate and it there
are too many they get pushed out.
April: There are 3 radiation
Skye: Alpha is the biggest. It is also the slowest. We did
particles called alpha, beta and drama to look at protons and neutrons. They move to
gamma rays. They are all
make energy.
formed in different ways and
Chiara: We were writing about all of their qualities. They
they all behave differently too.
can be dangerous and we need to know what
Kelsey: Gamma the fastest it can travel through
damage they can do to our bodies.
anything. It is not positive or negative, it is pure energy.

Primary Celebrations
Primary Stars of the Week:
Oak Class - Ashmit for taking her hearing aids home for the first time and showing
independence and maturity when using them.
Willow Class - Robin for good behaviour and good choices all week.
Elm Class - Harry for challenging himself and helping others in maths
Maple Class - Skye for trying her best and focussing for a long time during a full
morning of maths assessments.

Secondary Celebrations
Secondary Special Mentions:
Cedar Class - the whole form have been amazing with their external Functional
Skills exam practice, but Skye has been a stand out star and scored the highest
mark, showing great progress and confidence.
Palm Class - the whole form have made their teachers proud with their effort and
progress in their maths assessment, but Tino and Patryk were stand out stars making
6 points each progress - amazing!
Walnut Class - Sannah did brilliantly at Bikeability, showing maturity and good listening. Amy and Kyle impressed
their teachers in science by answering a lot of questions and demonstrating good understanding.
Pine Class - Jamie has been working hard towards his EHCP targets regarding hygiene by brushing his hair and
making sure he looks smart independently when coming to school. Irfanul, who is normally quite a shy speaker told
us all about Ramadan and how he celebrates, using a confident voice and he wrote lots of information for our
display.
Beech Class - Mr Holmes is proud of the whole class because they had a heavy writing week last week, and they all
worked hard. Logan was a star during Autism Awareness Day and shared lots of his own experiences to help others
understand.
Sycamore Class - Jaiden has been working really hard in PSE and has decided to aim for 6 units to get a full
qualification rather than the standard 4 - amazing attitude.

Grange Values
All staff and pupils celebrate the Grange Values of Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the whole school
will focus on one of the values under these headings. This term we will be exploring all of the values that help us to
feel that we Believe in the school community.
The value for w/c 26th April 2021 is Creativity
Beech class have demonstrated creativity in their art lessons. They have explored the composition of a face and
created a mind map reflecting on recent thoughts and feelings. I am proud of their expressive responses to their
learning objective. Ms Charnock
We would like to nominate Ashantey and Kyle from Elm for the amazing Autism posters they
created. Mrs Didlick
Palm class have been creating a walkway near our classroom so that pupils can access part
of the garden area without having to go on a muddy area. We cleared the area made it flat
and placed slabs down to create the walkway. We have also been planting new trees
around the school to celebrate Earth Day. Mr Kilcoyne
I would like to nominate Ewan (Pine Class) for his amazing creative life cycle of a frog. Mrs Noble

Forest School
What the fabulous first week we've had back at Forest
School. The sun has shone bright for every session and
the only water that we have had, we have carried up
ourselves. It was lovely to see the return of Willow up to
our Forest School, but we also welcome Hazel, Walnut
and Ash for the first time.
Willow enjoyed the new changes to Forest School,
especially the swing and playing ‘1,2,3 where are you?’ Forest
School was new to a couple of the pupils, but the activities

didn’t faze them at all.
Walnut were fabulous at lighting the small fires and |Kelly Kettle. After initial instructions the
succeed in get the kettle going, sustaining the heat, using only natural items.
Hazel were the first group to be introduced to the Swedish torch. All the students listened
carefully before handling the bow saw safely with Miss Williams, remembering to be in the
respect position and observing the blood bubble area.
Ash absolutely loved Forest School, from sensory exploration to developing fine motor skills.
Some pupils managed to light a small fire, whilst others enjoyed watch the smoke as it
dispersed into the air or took turns using the bow saw.

Sign of the Week
Grange Academy learn a British Sign Language sign weekly Please practice
this with your children.
You will find this information on our website www.grange.beds.sch.uk
You will find this information on the school website. Each week there will be a new link for the sign
and a image and video on who to sign it.
The sign for week w/c 26th April 2021: Kitchen
https://bslsignbank.ucl.ac.uk/dictionary/words/kitchen-1.html
Instructions: form letter ‘k’ repeat formation twice
UNICEF: Rights Respecting
Schools Gold School
Article of the Week
Please talk to your children about
the articles each week.
Article 33
You have the right to protection from
harmful drugs and from the drug trade.

Each week a pupil at Grange Academy
will give us their thoughts and comments
on the Article of the Week.
Mya (Walnut)
Drugs are bad because they can hurt
you. We are protected by the police and
our families. School helps to protect us
by teaching us about the dangers.

DONATIONS REQUIRED

CHARITY ABSEIL
Grange Academy would like to tell you all something really
exciting, Mrs Catherine Assink (Acting Executive Principal and
Interim Chief Education Officer of BILTT), Mrs Shannon Poulter
(Maple Class Teacher) and myself, Mrs Nikki Horner (Maple
Class LSA) are going to be abseiling down 418ft to fundraise
towards the cost of a new and exciting primary area
playground at Grange Academy.
We will all be abseiling down the National Lift Tower, in
Northampton. It is the tallest stand alone abseil tower in the
world! This is happening on 3rd July 2021 at 15:00hrs, everyone
is welcome to come and watch. We will be receiving photos
and also, if permission is granted, a drone will video the abseils
too. It's something none of us has done before, and will
probably never do again!
I have a fear of heights, so this is something I have always
wanted to overcome, but never been brave enough to do,
but by doing this and
raising funds for Grange
Academy is something we
will be very proud of.
Please donate to our Go
Fund Me page below, also
please share the link and
our story with all your
friends and family.
gf.me/u/y8n4w4

OTHER NOTICES
https://ssgservices.co.uk

Forest School sessions have now started in the
summer term.
We would be grateful of donations of any of the
following. If you can help please send in with
your child who can hand them into the school
office.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean chopping boards
An adult size sleeping bag
Roll mats/exercise mats
Warm/woolly gloves
Kids’ waterproof trousers
Pebbles (largeish)

Grange Diary Dates
May Bank Holiday—Monday 3rd May 2021
Pupils return to School—Tuesday 4th May 2021
May Half Term— 31st May—4th June 2021
Pupils Return to School— Monday 7th June 2021

